TURNOVER GROWTH IN 2012
INDUSTRY VS. FUR SECTOR

Opinion

In every issue of the Parliament Magazine, we
voice an opinion about the European fur sector.

In an otherwise restrained European economy, European produced fur has been the subject of
increased demand from global consumers. The total turnover from the sales of raw fur skins
from European fur auction houses increased by 21,6% from 2011-2012. In comparison, the
combined European industries suffered from negative growth in the same period. Counting
from 2009, the increase in the total turnover of the European fur sector is 167%.
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How will European agriculture develop and
succeed on the global market in the future?
European agriculture will succeed in the future
due to the high quality standards we have, and
the high level of know-how within the agricultural sector. We might see that the focus change
from strictly production to a more balanced
focus with the sale of knowledge to markets
where production is cheaper.
In your view, is there an ethical difference
between breeding animals for their fur and breeding animals for their meat?
My experience is that the fur companies are very
focused on using the carcasses as much as they
can. It is a hard question, but if the companies
ensure that the animals bred for fur are used to
full extent, I think it is o.k. But again, difficult
question.
Full interview at furinformationcenter.eu

Right now
The European Fur Information Center publish
the book ’Fur in Europe – an insight into a much
discussed industry’ this week. It is an introduction to the European fur sector and treats the
themes animal welfare, socio-economics, ethics,
and sustainability. The book can be required
through European Fur Information Center.
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The European Fur Information Center is founded
by EFBA (European Fur Breeders Association)
and IFTF (International Fur Trade Federation)
to create awareness and knowledge about the
fur sector in Europe based on openness, transparency and verified facts.
Please contact us, if you need any information
about the European fur sector.
T: +32 2 209 11 70
W: furinformationcenter.eu

Source: Eurostat. EU industries are defined as classifications B and C (mining and quarrying, manufacturing) in accordance with statistical classifications of economic activities
in the European Community (Nace rev. 2). Eurostat does not contain turnover statistics from classifications D and E (electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply, water
supply, sewerage, waste management and remediation activities). Total turnover of the fur sector is based on the combined turnover of European fur auction houses Saga Furs
and Kopenhagen Fur. Turnover figures are calculated as turnover at current prices deflated by the deflator of sales.

